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“Innovation, employment and inequality“

The 30th EAEPE Annual Conference will take place in Nice on 6-8 September 2018. The theme invites contributions to consider existing evolutionary theories and new developments in the field and the potential for putting theory in practice to cope with the complexity of the real world.

Background to the 2018 Conference Theme

The organisers want to celebrate the legacy of evolutionary theories from a critical perspective that should enrich, complement, revisit and rebuild their foundations from the perspectives of citizens, policy makers and society. The conference theme acknowledges the principal ambition of evolutionary theories to understand emerging new theories and interpret the relevant changes. Evolutionary theories are inspired mainly by biology; however, they draw also on science and the fields of complexity, network modelling, physics, neuroscience, political science and historical sociology. From a methodological and historical perspectives, evolutionary foundations are interpreted in line with the institutions, rules, innovations and transformations (Hayekian, Schumpeterian, Veblenian, post-Keynesian approaches among others). Questions are now emerging about the utility of evolutionary theories to understand the dynamic of change in a
capitalist system, on the one hand, and about the necessity of a new metaphor in economics and the social sciences more generally, on the other hand.

These issues will be addressed within an open agenda to understand the impact and outcomes of these theories. These approaches are at an important methodological crossroads between their future outcomes and their epistemological foundations. Darwin and the natural selection argument is ever-present and, sometimes, is claimed to be the founding principle. At the same time, some industry and organisational dynamics are being extended to include the evolution of demand, questions related to climate change and transformations needed to the capitalist system.

Evolutionist theories rely on a highly positivist vision of innovation as, overall, a vector of growth and progress which may underestimate the role of demand, the negative externalities of innovation and the burden of these adverse effects for governments. Work in this area points to the pertinence of environmental issues, which, viewed through a different lens, could become the new warhorse of evolutionist theories in general and from the perspective of both innovation and social policies.

The conference will provide some unique opportunities to revisit the foundations of evolutionary theories, to discuss alternative points of view at the macro, meso and micro levels, and to enrich traditional evolutionary background with diverse fields such as complexity science, biology, physics, philosophy sociology, history of thought, and management science among others. The aim is to provide new empirical evidences and fresh insights for policy makers to understand the complexity of structural change, redefine innovation and formulate new innovation policies, which allow a rethinking of the role of the State in relation to transition issues; define and build commons to manage environmental issues; establish new partnerships with developing countries; investigate new ways of consuming and producing; shape new institutions to manage these structural changes; redefine social interactions related to demand and the labour market; define new business models relevant to the internet age; identify new organizing principles in the context of a knowledge economy; and finance and participate in a greener economy.

Local Organizing Committee

Nathalie Lazaric; Mira Toumi; Amel Attour; Loubna Echajri; Michele Pezzoni; Petra Bleuel; Savéria Cecchi; Agnès Moreau; Laurence Gervasoni; Catherine Chevance, Mauro Napolitano; Maxime Peredaud; Duy Vu; Olfa Golli; Marie Sciacchitano, Muriel dal Pont, Dominique Torre, Evelyne Rouby, Aura Parmentier, Patricia Roques, Mustapha Karim.

Scientific Committee

Uwe Cantner (University of Jena) ; Luigi Marengo (LUISS University) ; Andrea Bernardi (Oxford Brookes University); Pasquale Tridico (University of Roma Tre) ; Marco Raberto (University of Genoa); Nathalie Lazaric (UCA, CNRS GREDEG) ; Amel Attour (UCA, CNRS GREDEG) ; Catherine Laurent (INRA) ; Andrew Tylecote (University of Sheffield, School of Management) ; Agnès Labrousse (University of Amiens) ; Wolfram Elsner (University of Bremen) ; Ulrich Witt (Max Planck Institute) ; Smita Srinivas (TCLab, LSE, Open University, Indian Council), Cécile
Important Dates

- **15 May, 2018:** Notification of Abstract Acceptance; **Registration Opens**
- **15 June, 2018:** Early Registration Closes
- **15 July, 2018:** Late Registration Closes (for authors to be included in the scientific programme)
- **31 July, 2018:** Submission of Full Papers Deadline

Conference Website

www.eaepe.org | Please consult frequently the conference website for updates and additional information on transport, accommodation, cultural opportunities, conference program, etc

Abstract Submission

You are invited to submit an extended abstract **no later than April 15** on the conference website. Following the usual format, prospective participants are invited to submit a paper related either to the theme of the conference or one of the diverse EAEPE Research Areas as well as special sessions. Abstracts (300-750 words) should include the following information: authors’ names, email addresses and, affiliations, and name and code of the relevant research area. Following notification of acceptance, you will be invited to submit the full paper. Please have in mind that only one presentation per author is allowed; additional papers can be submitted by the same author but need to be presented by a registered co-author, if accepted by the scientific committee in advance.

Conference Fees

- **190 euros:** for early registration
- **250 euros:** for late registration
- **90 euros:** special rates for PhD and master students
- **100 euros:** subsidized fees (subject to application) for developing countries and regions affected by economic crisis. Please make an application in advance to Pasquale Tridico (pasquale.tridico@uniroma3.it) and Oliver Kessler (oliver.kessler@uni-erfurt.de).

Venue and practicalities

The conference will take place at University of Nice Sophia Antipolis, Campus St Jean d’Angely, Nice. The conference is easily accessible by tram from Nice city center.
Address: St Jean d'Angely 24, av. des Diables Bleus  06 357 NICE Cedex 04

From the airport

From Terminal 1
Take the free shuttle bus to Terminal 2

From Terminal 2
Take bus 98 and get off at the stop "Cathedral – Vieille Ville" (45 min.)
Take the tram at the "Cathedral - Old Town" stop (direction "Hôpital Pasteur") and get off at "Saint-Jean d' Angely Université" (10 min.)

From the SNCF train station

Take Avenue Thiers to the "Gare Thiers" tram stop (300 meters)
Take the tramway direction "Hôpital Pasteur" and get off at "Saint-Jean d' Angely Université" (17 min.)
Tramway fare: 1, 50€ per unit
Gala dinner:

The event will be held on Friday September 7 at the Negresco Hotel, a mythical Palace facing the Mediterranean Sea on the famous Promenade des Anglais. Among the 100 leading hotels of the world, the Negresco has been overlooking one of the French Riviera’s most beautiful bays for a century. This large white vessel moored at the Baie des Anges has become a legend of a very French art of living year after year. Facing the Mediterranean Sea on the famous Promenade des Anglais, the hotel is a few minutes’ walk away from Nice old town.

Would you like to attend the dinner, please sign up for it via the conference portal!

Address:

Hotel Le Negresco
37, promenade des Anglais
06000 Nice France
Access:

Hotel Le Negresco is located at 37, promenade des Anglais in Nice

- Exit “Promenade des Anglais” on highway A8 from Marseille or Monaco
- Nice Côte d'Azur airport at 5 km / 3.1 min
- Railway station at 1.5 km / 0.9 min
- Monaco : 20 km / 12.4 min, 15 minutes by helicopter to the airport

To discover Nice

Please click on the address below to get informed about its restaurants, visits and culture, what to see around Nice:
http://en.nicetourisme.com/what-to-do
### Suggested Hotels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stars</th>
<th>Hotel Name</th>
<th>Average rate per night</th>
<th>Hotel website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3***</td>
<td>Hôtel OZZ</td>
<td>± 96 €</td>
<td><a href="https://www.happyculture.com/hotel/hotel-ozz/home">https://www.happyculture.com/hotel/hotel-ozz/home</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3***</td>
<td>Hôtel Esprit Azur</td>
<td>± 95 €</td>
<td><a href="https://hotelespritzadur.booking-channel.com">https://hotelespritzadur.booking-channel.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3***</td>
<td>Hôtel NAPP</td>
<td>± 94 €</td>
<td><a href="https://www.happyculture.com/hotel/hotel-nap/home">https://www.happyculture.com/hotel/hotel-nap/home</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3***</td>
<td>Hôtel relais Acropolis</td>
<td>± 90 €</td>
<td><a href="https://www.hotel-relais-acropolis.com/">https://www.hotel-relais-acropolis.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3***</td>
<td>Hôtel Campanile Nice Centre</td>
<td>± 84 €</td>
<td><a href="https://www.campanile.com">https://www.campanile.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual rental and roommate</td>
<td>Airbnb</td>
<td>From 50 €</td>
<td>[<a href="https://www.airbnb.fr/a/?af=43720035&amp;c=pi0">https://www.airbnb.fr/a/?af=43720035&amp;c=pi0</a> pk4063331735_192900875462_c_12026464216&amp;gclid=Cj0KCQjwpcLZBRCnARIsAMPBgF0oxzy1tXoEoGTqvXDSVz3L5Cxm69wZzTVLYakc7eBFnVSRmh_UO6kaArqLEALw wcB](<a href="https://www.airbnb.fr/a/?af=43720035&amp;c=pi0">https://www.airbnb.fr/a/?af=43720035&amp;c=pi0</a> pk4063331735_192900875462_c_12026464216&amp;gclid=Cj0KCQjwpcLZBRCnARIsAMPBgF0oxzy1tXoEoGTqvXDSVz3L5Cxm69wZzTVLYakc7eBFnVSRmh_UO6kaArqLEALw wcB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Auberge de jeunesse
Les Camélias
Villa Saint Exupéry Beach
From 27€
http://www.hifrance.org/auberge-de-jeunesse/nice--les-camelias.html
https://www.villahostels.com/hostels/beach-hostel-nice/

https://drive.google.com/open?id=129m3A9gksR6T96nQUMGTjLnW2cKlQN-C&usp=sharing

Contact | eaepe.conference@unice.fr